
Lolli's World Ep 10
Lolli's World Ep 10.1 (Canvas)Lolli's World Ep 10.1 (Canvas)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZnzh0U7oOI


Teamwork
Watch the video about the teamwork's theory.

How to turn a group of strangers into a team | Amy EdmonHow to turn a group of strangers into a team | Amy Edmon……

Students check the following photos  depicting different group of people. In pairs or small groups
they discuss what kind of team would they want for their business/project. They share their
thoughts with others and teacher leads the discussion.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3boKz0Exros


 



Simulation of board of directors
Students work in groups.

Each group has to take decisions on the strategic choice for their company.

The class is divided into groups of five students. Each students has a to play a different role in the
board and has a personal objective. Roles are presented in this document: Simulation board of
directors.docx (https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141687308?wrap=1)   
(https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141687308/download) .

Each group has to discuss and find a shared solution in 15 minutes.

Discussion is led after the activity. The instructor could use questions such as:

Who lead the discussion? What behaviour shows the leadership attitude?
How was the communication within team members?
How did you feel during the discussion? Angry, frustrated, satisfied?

 

Observational check-list for teamwork
Students read the sentences below that indicate a good performance as a team. Eachs student
marks those that 1) describe his/her behaviors during the group activity and 2) those that describe
behaviours that were used by all group members during the activity. Once they do that, they share
their observations - firstly, inside their group, then also with other students and teacher leads the
discussion.

Ask open questions (eg "What do you think?", "How would you do?")
Avoid making judgments about others (refer to behaviours not to people)
Compare and summarize what the group members said
Offer support to others
Express your point of view clearly
Speak clearly and audibly
Make eye contact with the people you speak to
Avoid doing anything else while others are talking (e.g. check e-mails or messages, etc.)
Have a calm and relaxed non-verbal attitude (voice and posture)
Rephrase or repeat what others have said to make sure you understood correctly
Avoid interrupting other people
Encourage discussion (e.g. ask others what they think)
Work according shared and agreed goles, roles, tasks and deadlines

https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141687308?wrap=1
https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141687308/download


Belbin's theory of roles in a team
People have different behaviours in the team. Students watch the following videos and try to think
which one better  describes their relational style.

Belbin’s Theory on Team Dynamics

Belbin’s Theory on Team DynamicsBelbin’s Theory on Team Dynamics

Team roles:

After students watch the video, they are asked to to the next activity.

1. Students answer the questionnaire in the file attached here: belbintest.pdf
(https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141689361?wrap=1) 20 
(https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141689361/download)   and find out which
their prevalent role style.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMesDq_rNOw
https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141689361?wrap=1
https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/2540530/files/141689361/download


2. Teacher leads the discussion and checks if what they thought about their role is the same as
the result they got from the quetionnaire. 

3. In pairs or small groups that work on the same business/project idea, students discuss the roles
they would need or want in their team.



Lolli's World Ep 10 Conclusion
Lolli's World Ep 10.2 (Canvas)Lolli's World Ep 10.2 (Canvas)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gUH91E9HSw
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